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Abstract
Fast exponentiation with an integer exponent relies on squaring of the base being compen-
sated by halving the exponent when even. Likewise one can raise to a fractional power where
doubling the exponent is compensated by taking the square root of the base. The same phenom-
ena recur when multiplying by repeated addition (“Egyptian multiplication”). Its counterpart
is to effect division by repeated subtraction (“Egyptian division”). Logarithms can be obtained
by inverting the algorithm for fractional powers. Algorithms for these tasks are collected here
for comparison. They are presented as verified C code or as verification conditions in the sense
of Floyd. An appendix contains an introduction to Floyd’s verification conditions.
1 Egyptian multiplication
Let the starting point be the multiplication algorithm found in the Rhind papyrus, a document
found in Egypt. My source is an article by James R. Newman [4]. The document in question was
a scroll of 18 feet long written in about 1700 B.C. Though not found intact, enough of the parts
have been compiled to obtain a coherent whole. The scroll is a collection mathematical exercises
and practical examples. Most of it is of no mathematical interest because of the baroque system
of fractions in use. However, one algorithm, for multiplying two integers, stands out for its clarity,
simplicity, and relevance for computer programming.
Newman illustrates the algorithm by multiplying 23 and 27 as shown in Figure 1. It is not clear
from his article whether this one actually occurs in the papyrus or whether it is merely similar to
some that do. The algorithm shows that multiplication by repeated addition can be speeded up by
\ 1 27
\ 2 54
\ 4 108
8 216
\ 16 432
---------------
Total 23 621
Figure 1: Multiplication as found in the Rhind papyrus. The total includes only the rows marked
by a backslash. These rows correspond to the digit 1 in 10111, the binary representation of 23.
doubling whenever possible. As far as I can tell, the Rhind misses the complementary algorithm for
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speeding up division by repeated subtraction. It seems that this was only reported in the literature
in the 20th century (see Section 7).
What doubling is to addition, squaring is to multiplication. Thus Egyptian multiplication is
easily translated to the speeding up of exponentiation by repeated multiplication. What halving
is to doubling, taking the square root is to squaring. In this paper we present algorithms for
multiplication, division, fractional powers and logarithms based on these correspondences.
2 The miracle of square root
To obtain the square root x of a, that is, to find x such that x2 = a, observe that this equality
implies x = a/x, hence x = (x + a/x)/2. This suggests considering the sequence x0, x1, . . . defined
by xn+1 = (xn + a/xn)/2 with some arbitrarily chosen x0, say, 1. It is clear that if xn <
√
a, then
a/xn >
√
a, and vice versa. If xn is regarded as a guess at the value of
√
a, then xn+1 = (xn+a/xn)/2
is a plausible way of getting a better guess. It is not only plausible, but is actually guaranteed
to converge to
√
a. Moreover, the number of correct figures doubles at every iteration. When I
speak of the miracle of square root, I have in mind this combination of plausibility and algorithmic
effectiveness.
double heron(double a) {
double x = 1.0, y, diff, eps = 1.0e-16;
do { y = (x + a/x)/2.0;
diff = x-y; x = y;
} while (-eps >= diff || eps <= diff);
return y;
}
Figure 2: Heron’s algorithm as function in C. The keyword double denotes the type of double-length
floating-point number.
The method is an instance of Newton’s method of finding roots of nonlinear equations, and
is often presented as such. This is a pity because it suggests that one needs calculus for a good
algorithm for the square root. This is not the case, as the algorithm was described by Heron of
Alexandria two thousand years ago.
3 Fractional powers
The Heron algorithm might suggest looking for an equally elegant and effective algorithm for cube
roots. I advise against this, in favour of one single algorithm for cube roots, fifth roots, and all of
the prime-numbered roots. It is an algorithm for raising a to any power of the form 1/q. It is easily
extended to an algorithm for raising a to any power of the form p/q, for nonnegative integer p and
any positive integer q.
The mathematical basis of the algorithm are the equalities
a2p/q = (a ∗ a)p/q
ap/q = a(a(p−q)/q)
ap/q = (a ∗ a)p/2q
ap/q = (
√
a)2p/q
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These allow mutual adjustments among a, p, and q in such a way that after a sufficient number
of steps the desired power is trivial to obtain. We develop the algorithm by writing verification
conditions designed to verify the as yet unknown algorithm with the desired property. The set
of verification conditions1 is built up in stages. Properly speaking a verification condition has
the form {p}C{q} with the assertions p and q being formulas of logic. The assertions are to be
associated with labels in the code of the program to be written later. To establish this association,
I write collections of verification conditions in two parts, Label Declarations and Triples. The Label
Declarations associate labels with assertions. The Triples have the form {P}C{Q}, where P and Q are
the labels of the assertions p and q. Thus the triples are verification conditions where the assertions
are replaced by their labels.
In the first stage we only see the problem statement.
Label declarations:
S: a >= 0 & p0 >= 0 & q0 > 0
H: z = a0^(p0/q0)
There are no triples yet, as there is assumed not to exist any command C such that the triple {S}C{H}
is true. To make progress we need to add an assertion that is easy to reach from S and that is easy
to nudge in the direction of H and from which H is easily accessible when a suitable state has been
reached.
Label declarations:
S: a >= 0 & p0 >= 0 & q0 > 0
A: a0^(p0/q0) = z*a^(p/q)
H: z = a0^(p0/q0)
Triples
{S} z := 1 {A}
p0 and q0 are constants representing the initial values of p and q.
To make progress we have to allow for the possibility that p is much bigger than q.
S: a >= 0 & p0 >= 0 & q0 > 0
A: 0<=p & 0<q & a0^(p0/q0) = z*a^(p/q)
B: A & p > q
C: A & p < 2*q
H: z = a0^(p0/q0)
Triples
{S} z := 1 {A}
{A} p > q {B}
{A} p <= q {C}
{B} even(p); p := p/2; a := a*a; {A}
{B} odd(p); p := p-q; z := z*a; {A}
This is assured to reach assertion C, for which no triples yet exist.
Once C is reached for the first time, we ensure that it stray not too far from q while maintaining
assertion A. The assertion p = q may be reached. If not, a is repeatedly replaced by its square root.
A sufficient number of those replacements results in a not being distinguishable from 1, in which case
the desired power is already available in z. Hence the complete set of verification conditions shown
in Figure 3. The triples have been arranged in such a way as to easily transcribe to an implemented
language such as C. In the transcription we give priority to similarity of the C code to the verification
conditions. We deem this more important than absence of optimization opportunities. See Figure
4.
1 See Appendix A for an introduction to verification conditions.
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Label declarations
S: a >= 0 & p0 >= 0 & q0 > 0
A: a0^(p0/q0) = z*a^(p/q)
B: A & p>q
C: A & p < 2*q
H: z = a0^(p0/q0)
Triples
{S} z := 1 {A}
{A} p = q; z := z*a {H}
{A} p > q {B}
{A} p <= q {C}
{B} even(p); p := p/2; a := a*a; {A}
{B} odd(p); p := p-q; z := z*a; {A}
{C} a ≈ 1.0 {H}
{C} p = q; z := z*a {H}
{C} p < q; a := heron(a); p := 2*p {C}
{C} p > q; p := p-q; z := z*a {C}
Figure 3: Algorithm to compute fractional powers, expressed in verification conditions. Note the
similarity to the C code in Figure 4.
double fp(double a, int p, int q) {
// fractional power: returns a^(p/q)
double z, eps = 1.0e-14;
S: // a >= 0 & p0 >= 0 & q0 > 0
z = 1.0; goto A;
assert(0);
A: // a0^(p0/q0) = z*a^(p/q)
if (p>q) goto B;
if (p<=q) goto C;
assert(0);
B: // A & p>q
if ((p%2) == 0) { p = p/2; a = a*a; goto A; }
if ((p%2) == 1) { p = p-q; z = z*a; goto A; }
assert(0);
C: // A & p < 2*q
if (1.0-eps < a && a < 1.0+eps) return(z);
if (p == q) return(z*a);
if (p < q) { a = heron(a); p = 2*p; goto C; }
if (p > q) { p = p-q; z = z*a; goto C; }
assert(0);
}
Figure 4: Algorithm to compute fractional powers, transcribed to C from the verification conditions
in Figure 3. Note the similarity of the two listings.
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4 Egyptian division
Just as we can use the analogy between ∗ and + to obtain Egyptian multiplication from fast ex-
ponentiation, so can we use this analogy to translate the algorithm for ap/q to an algorithm for
(p/q) ∗ a. We can call it “Egyptian division” even though it is only literally justified for the case of
p = 1. In fact, it is multiplication and division all rolled into one.
In Figure 5 the verification conditions for Egyptian division are listed.
/* Label declarations
S: a >= 0 & p0 >= 0 & q0 > 0
A: a0*(p0/q0) = z+a*(p/q)
B: A & p>q
C: A & p < 2*q
H: z = a0*(p0/q0)
Triples
{S} z := 0 {A}
{A} p = q; z := z+a {H}
{A} p > q {B}
{A} p <= q {C}
{B} even(p); p := p/2; a := a+a; {A}
{B} odd(p); p := p-q; z := z+a; {A}
{C} a ≈ 0.0 {H}
{C} p = q; z := z+a {H}
{C} p < q; a := a/2.0; p := 2*p {A}
{C} p > q; p := p-q; z := z+a {C}
Figure 5: Verification conditions for fractional multiplication.
5 In the footsteps of Henry Briggs
The Rhind papyrus uses a table of doublings of the multiplier. A modern version of this algorithm
creates the table implicitly, each entry overwriting the previous one. Such a table turned out to be
useful in integer exponentiation and in fractional powers. In this section we will see that a similar
table is also useful in computing logarithms. This use occurred surprisingly early in the history
of computation; barely a quarter of a century after Simon Stevin taught the world to use decimal
positional notation for fractions. I quote from The Feynman Lectures on Physics ([2], page 22-6):
This is how logarithms were originally computed by Mr Briggs of Halifax, in 1620. He
said “I computed successively 54 square roots of 10.”
Here we see an extraordinary coincidence. Mr Briggs might easily have picked another number of
square roots. On my computer (and on yours probably as well) the iteration
double b = sqrt(10.0); while (b>1.0) b = sqrt(b);
stops after producing 53 distinct square roots. I don’t know how Mr Briggs decided on 54, but this
occurrence of “53” has an explanation. The double type in C is represented by the double-length
format of the IEEE floating-point standard, which has a mantissa of 52 bits. This might suggest
a relative precision of 52 bits, were it not for the small print in the standard, which says that the
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first bit of the significand is suppressed in the format because it is always 1. Because that is taken
into account, one gets effectively a precision of 53 bits. A curious coincidence with the choice of Mr
Briggs in 1620.
53 bits is equivalent to about 16 decimal places. We let the Feynman lectures ([2], page 22-7)
continue with
. . . he calculated sixteen decimal places, and then reduced his answer to fourteen places
when he published it, so that there were no rounding errors. He made tables of logarithms
to fourteen decimal places by this method, which is quite tedious. But all logarithm tables
for three hundred years were borrowed from Mr Briggs’s tables by reducing the number
of decimal places. Only in modern times, with the WPA and computing machines, have
new tables been independently computed.
The role of tables so far has been conceptual: no data structure was created and filled with
results of squarings or doublings, of square roots or halvings. Instead the contents of the notional
tables were constructed on the fly and forgotten promptly after use. This gave simple code. This
strategy is also followed in the function for computing base-10 logarithms listed in Figure 6. Like
double lg10(double a) {
// Returns the logarithm of a to the base 10.
assert(1 <= a && a < 10);
double z = 1, b = sqrt(10.0), frac = 1, x = 0;
while (b > 1.0) {
frac /= 2;
if (z*b < a) { z *= b; x += frac; }
b = sqrt(b);
}
return x;
}
Figure 6: A function for computing logarithms to base 10.
before, the table entries (the iterated square roots of 10) are generated on the fly, used once, and
promptly overwritten by the next iterated square root. Unlike before, the cost of the computation is
not neglible: computing the square root is much more expensive than shifting a number by a single
bit. Here for the first time it makes sense to create an explicit table. This leads to the modification
found in Figure 7. The code for filling the table is only executed the first time the function is called.
In subsequent calls the table already has the correct values, which are then read from the array.
6 Logarithms to any base
We considered fractional powers, as in bx = a with fractional x. That is, if b and x are given, then
the task is to find a. The inverse problem, finding x from given a and b, that is, finding the logarithm
of a to base b, is more like solving an equation.
It would be nice to have a systematic method to get an algorithm for logarithms from one
that computes fractional powers. Instead of a systematic method I only have a function of unknown
provenance that computes logarithms in the instances I tried. This function is reproduced in Figure 8.
Without significant loss of generality it only accepts arguments in the range indicated.
Finding assertions such that all verification conditions are true is the gold standard for under-
standing why the code produces logarithms. Absent this, it may help to put the code of Figure 8 in
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double lg10(double a) {
// Returns the logarithm of a to the base 10.
assert(1 <= a && a < 10);
double z = 1, b = sqrt(10.0), frac = 1, x = 0;
static const int N = 53;
static double bb[N];
static int first = 1;
if (first) {
first = 0;
printf("making table\n");
for (int i=0; i<N; ++i) { bb[i] = b; b = sqrt(b); }
}
int i=0;
while (i < N) {
frac /= 2;
if (z*bb[i] < a) { z *= bb[i]; x += frac; }
++i;
}
return x;
}
Figure 7: A function for computing logarithms to base 10 supported by a table of iterated square
roots of 10.
double lg0(double b, double a) {
// Precondition: 1 <= a < b
// Returns the logarithm of a to the base b.
assert(1 <= a && a < b);
double z = 1, frac = 1, x = 0;
while (b > 1.0) {
b = sqrt(b); frac /= 2;
if (z*b < a) { z *= b; x += frac; }
}
return x;
}
Figure 8: A function for computing logarithms to base b in structured format.
an operationally equivalent form that makes the required verification explicit and makes clear where
the missing assertions should go. This is done in Figure 9.
An advantage of this form is that we can write the verification conditions needed for a correctness
proof. See Figure 10. The assertion definitions are a plausible reconstruction of what the programmer
had in mind when writing the code. They are not sufficient to make the verification conditions true.
For instance
{A} b = 1 {H}
is false. To make this true, information needs to be added to A.
So far we have been trying to reverse-engineer a structured program. It may help to start from
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double lg0(double b, double a) {
// Precondition: 1 <= a < b
// Returns the logarithm of a to the base b.
assert(1 <= a && a < b);
double z = 1, frac = 1, x = 0;
A:
if (b == 1) return x;
if (b > 1) { b = sqrt(b); frac = frac/2; goto B; }
assert(0);
B:
if (z*b < a) { z = z*b; x = x+frac; goto A; }
if (z*b >= a) { goto A; }
assert(0);
}
Figure 9: The function for computing logarithms to base b in Figure 8 written with labels.
Label declarations
S: b = b0; b0 > 1 & 1 <= a <= b0
H: b0^x = a
A: b = b0^frac & z = b0^x & z <= a
Triples:
{S} z := 1; frac = 1; x = 0 {A}
{A} b = 1 {H}
{A} b > 1; b := sqrt(b); frac := frac/2 {B}
{B} z*b < a; z := z*b; x := x+frac; {A}
{B} z*b >= a; {A}
Figure 10: Verification conditions for the function in Figure 9.
scratch, solving the problem of determining the x in bx = a when a and b are given, with b > 1 and
1 ≤ a ≤ b. From these assumptions we conclude that 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. Accordingly, we have that
x =
53∑
i=1
di2
−i,
with di ∈ {0, 1} and uniquely determined in the precision anticipated for x.
A plausible way to attain the goal of bx = a is to suppose we have a k such that
x =
k−1∑
i=1
di2
−i + dk2
−k +
53∑
i=k+1
di2
−i.
In the beginning this is easy to make true with k = 1. To increase k by one we maintain program
variables z and frac such that
logb z =
k−1∑
i=1
di2
−i and frac = 2−k.
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To discover whether dk = 1 or dk = 0 we test z ∗ b < a. Truth indicates the former, falsity the latter.
This is enough to clarify the found code. It is not yet clear how to formalize these heuristic
considerations into assertions sufficiently strong to make the verification conditions true. For exam-
ple, how can we conclude from assertion A with b = 1 that we have not just bx0 ≤ a, but actually
bx0 = a? The reason is that, with b = 1, x cannot increase any more, and we know that its true
value (to the anticipated precision) is representable as a sum of powers of 2, and we have included
all of the powers that should be included. How to express this reasoning in a less muddle-headed
way, and crisply enough in a format suitable for an assertion in predicate logic, so without any
∑
expressions?
7 Division with remainder
In what we called “Egyptian Division” a fractional number is divided, and results in a fractional
result, typically an approximation to the true value. In the original Egyptian multiplication both
operands are integer, and so is the result. What truly deserves the name “Egyptian Division”
operates on two integers and gives two integer results, the quotient and the remainder. Such an
algorithm was specified by E.W. Dijkstra [1] and credited to his colleague N.G. de Bruijn in private
communication.
Multiplication can be effected by sufficiently repeated addition. Similarly, division can be effected
by sufficiently repeated subtraction. These na¨ıve algorithms can both be speeded up by doubling an
argument at suitable points in the iteration. However, there is a difference in how the doubling is
implemented. In multiplication the doubling of one argument is accompanied by halving the other.
The event of the latter hitting bottom is the signal that the iteration is complete.
This is not quite what the Rhind papyrus suggests. There a table of doublings is constructed,
with annotations to indicate which of these are to be included in the product. Doubling one argument
in lockstep with halving the other is a modern innovation, one that obviates the need for a table.
For the speeding up of division by repeated subtraction there is no argument available that can
be halved to tell how many doublings are needed. That suggests constructing a table of doublings, as
in the Rhind. But de Bruijn found an elegant alternative to such a table. Instead of constructing the
table, he performs a preliminary iteration in which the divisor is subjected to successive doublings
without recording the intermediate values in a table. The contents of such a table are efficiently
computed by successive halvings. See Figure 11. A generic version of this algorithm can be found
in Stepanov and McJones [5].
A Verification conditions
In 1967 R.W. Floyd proposed a method for verifying programs [3]. Here verification consists of
a proof that the final state has a certain property provided that the initial state satisfies given
conditions. The program is in the form of a flowchart consisting of tests and statements that
read from and write to a set of shared variables that together comprise the state. Without loss of
generality we can assume that there is one node, the start node, without incoming arc. Likewise
there is one node, the halt node, without outgoing arc. Labels are attached to some of the nodes.
This has to be done in such a way that there is no pair of labels between which there is an infinite
path without a label. The start node gets label S; the halt node gets label H.
Floyd’s method associates each label with an assertion. An assertion asserts that a certain
relation holds between some of the variables. Assertions are expressed as formulas of first-order
predicate logic in which the free variables have the same names as some of the flowchart’s variables.
Floyd’s method assumes an interpretation for the function symbols and predicate symbols occurring
in the assertions associated with the labels of the flowchart.
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void qr(int a, int d, int* Q, int* R) {
// returns quotient and remainder upon division of a by d
assert(a>0 && d>0);
int r, dd, q;
S: // a>0 & d>0
r = a; dd = d; q = 0; goto A;
H: // a = q*d + r & 0 <= r < d
*Q = q; *R = r; return;
A: // a = q*dd + r & q = 0
if (dd <= r) { dd = 2*dd; goto A; }
if (dd > r) goto B;
assert(0);
B: // a = q*dd + r & 0 <= r < dd
if (dd == d) goto H;
if (dd != d) { dd = dd/2; q = 2*q; goto C; }
assert(0);
C: // B & dd>d
if (dd <= r) { r = r-dd; ++q; goto B; }
if (dd > r) goto B;
assert(0);
}
Figure 11: Verified C code for de Bruijn’s algorithm for Egyptian division that yields quotient and
remainder.
There is a “verification condition” associated with every pair 〈P,Q〉 of labels connected by a path
that does not contain any label. The verification condition has the form {p}C{q} where p and q are
the assertions associated with P and Q and where C is the binary relation between states resulting
from the execution of the code in the path from P to Q. The verification condition {p}C{q} is true
if and only if the truth of p in a state s and the execution of C starting in s results in state t implies
that q is true in t.
The workflow Floyd had in mind was to write the program first and then to find suitable locations
in the code and suitable assertions to go with them so that the resulting verification conditions are
true. Because this can be difficult to achieve, it is worth investigating proceeding in the opposite
direction: to write verification conditions first and then write code that is verified by the given
verification conditions. This is easy to do in any programming language that has labels, goto
statements, expressions, and assignment statements. In such a language a verification condition can
be regarded as a fragment of executable code. Compare {p}C{q} with P: execute "C"; goto Q,
where P labels assertion p, where Q labels assertion q, and C is the code connecting P to Q. The value
of this observation lies in the fact that the command C need not come from a conventional flowchart.
It can be anything that has a binary relation among states as meaning. In particular, this relation
can be a subset of the identity relation. For example {p} x>0 {p & x>0} is defined and is true for
any p.
Additional information about verification conditions can be found in [6, 7, 8].
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